The topological consequence of being // and the space between us

An exhibition of new painting, sculpture, video installation and photography
by Andy Bullock

Artist statement and introduction

My work is often interdisciplinary by practice and encompasses many themes, often underscored by a strong interest in the personal and interpersonal;
that which makes us fragile, authentic; that which makes us uniquely human.

A professional artist of twenty years I decided in 2019 to embark on a two year fine art masters degree (MFA) to further define and refine my role as an
artist and develop my practice within a more academic context. The work produced for ‘The topological consequence of being // and the space
between us’ is the result of a fine art research project I carried out to investigate the “connection in purpose of creative thinking between the conceptual
artist and the theoretical mathematician” - this, from my essay ‘Known unknowns, conceptual spaces and the numerical aesthetic; art and
mathematics searching for a singular truth?’, the full text of which will be found on my website www.bullockstudio.com . I am fascinated by what is,
to most people, the unknowable, such is the nature and complexity of higher abstract mathematics. This exhibition aims to allow a visual and tangible
connection between the disciplines, a form of conversation, a dialogue of sorts to perhaps prompt us to ask the question posed by the title of the essay?

A brief background to the exhibition works

In 2016 I found myself custodian of the archive of eminent mathematician Cliﬀord Hugh Dowker (1912 - 1982). Dowker worked primarily within the field
of topology, encompassing most notably knot theory and sheaf theory. This was, quite literally, discovered in a box in an attic and proved to be the start
of my fascination for a subject I will actually never understand. It is this very unknowable element of abstract mathematics that fuels my curiosity and
creativity and subsequently informs my artistic response to Dowker’s mathematical oeuvre. Dowker’s life and work is therefore the inspiration behind the
art for this exhibition. A key element of the show will be the first ever public display of some of Dowker’s original, handwritten manuscripts, calculations
and equations alongside my own art works; the intention being to place my work within this broader academic and mathematical context hopefully
giving the viewer a unique insight into the research and process of the creative journey undertaken from mathematics to art.

Dowker’s hand-drawn knot diagrams from ‘The Classification of Knots’ original draft
manuscript.

The works

The following is a selection of art works produced to date for the exhibition. The knot variation paintings are a constantly expanding series, evolving as I
continue to find diﬀerent ways to examine and extend the development of the initial idea of representing a computational, mathematical, hypothetical knot
(a physically impossible knot) as a two-dimensional, artistic, poetic and human rendering; something mathematical made living and organic through
physical interpretation by the hand and eye. The knot variation paintings are all named after song titles by the legendary jazz saxophonist John Coltrane; the
link I am making here is the similarity of thought and improvisational processes used. The freeform nature of Coltrane’s playing around the core structure of
a melody feels like my painting interpreting these originally-mathematical knots and giving my imagination free rein to produce a result that I could not have
conceived at the beginning; the knot variation paintings, to me, feel indisputably jazz. The knot sculptures featured are equally modular and adaptive by
nature and I am exploring ways of showing these three-dimensional representations as both suspended large scale pieces and more contained groundbased works for interior/gallery installation or siting outdoors. There is also a video installation and other more conceptual works currently in production.

Notes on the knot variation (un)paintings

Central to this body of work are the knot variation paintings. The technique developed to produce unique two-dimensional representations of
mathematical knots was not one that oﬀered itself up easily. I immersed myself in a re-found passion for painting and slowly, after time, the technique
started to impose itself on my work. In brief, my process involves a many-layered ground of acrylic paints over a thick white gesso base painted/applied
gesturally to indicate deeper knots buried beneath the final surface, which is often painted, repainted, removed, painted again in many colours to create
a rich tapestry from which I then scrape out the knot image. This final part of the process, which is far from successful every time, I refer to as
unpainting; the knot figures are not painted they are unpainted, it is a subtractive technique rather than an additive one, they are excavated from the
painted ground to give an impression of depth, a depth of emotion in my mind, as I see these images as poetic metaphors for the complexities of
relationships, personal and interpersonal, and all that makes us uniquely human - it is at this level that I most wish them to connect.

‘A love supreme’ 2020

‘Do I love you because you are beautiful?’ 2020

40cm x 40cm x 4cm, acrylic on canvas

40cm x 40cm x 4cm, acrylic on canvas

‘Evolution’ 2020

‘Ascension’ 2020

40cm x 40cm x 4cm, acrylic on canvas

40cm x 40cm x 4cm, acrylic on canvas

‘Resolution’ 2020

‘I’m a dreamer, aren’t we all?’ 2020

40cm x 40cm x 4cm, acrylic on canvas

40cm x 40cm x 4cm, acrylic, gold leaf on canvas

‘Seraphic light’ 2020
40cm x 80cm x 4cm, diptych, acrylic on canvases

‘How deep is the ocean?’ 2020
80cm x 40cm x 4cm, diptych,
acrylic on canvases

‘Sweet sapphire blues’ 2020
80cm x 80cm x 4cm,
acrylic on four canvases

‘Soultrane’ 2020
80cm x 80cm x 4cm,
acrylic on four canvases

‘My favourite things’ 2020
62cm x 90cm x 4cm, acrylic and gold leaf on canvas

‘Lush life’ 2020
62cm x 240cm x 4cm, triptych, acrylic and gold leaf on canvases

‘After the rain’ 2020
120cm x 100cm x 4cm,
acrylic on canvas

‘Currently untitled (spectral knot)’

‘Currently untitled (spectral knot)’

2020, 100cm x 60cm, digital photographic

2020, 100cm x 60cm, digital photographic

print

print

Video installation
Currently in production - a multi screen video installation using archive newsreel footage of classic rollercoasters, making the connection between these
pleasure park attractions and the endless nature of mathematical knots - hinting at a strong metaphor for life itself.

‘Currently untitled sculpture’ 2020, approx 5m x 2.5m x 1.5m variable, aluminium foil and wire, installation view.

